
Advertising
bundles

Get the Word
Starting at $250

____________________________

*2 Print Flyer Variations 
(vertical & Horizontal)

*3 Digital Flyer Variations 
(FB, IG, Twitter)

*3 Free Revisions
(every revision after is an added charge of $5)

*Customizable Style
(Photobased, Illustration, etc)

*3 Day Turn Around
(with consistent communication)

Loud & Clear
Starting at $375

_____________________________

*3 Print Flyer Variations 
(vertical, Horizontal, Large Format)

*3 Digital Flyer Variations 
(FB, IG, Twitter)

*3 Free Revisions
(every revision after is an added charge of $5)

*Customizable Style
(Photobased, Illustration, etc)

*Mailers & Postcards
(Must include mailing list with order)

*Save The Date
(Must include mailing list with order)

*1 Magazine Ad
(see below for Ad Size Chart)

*3 Day Turn Around
(with consistent communication)

Fill stadiums
Starting at $500

_____________________________

*3 Print Flyer Variations 
(vertical, Horizontal, Large Format)

*3 Digital Flyer Variations 
(FB, IG, Twitter)

*3 Free Revisions
(every revision after is an added charge of $5)

*Customizable Style
(Photobased, Illustration, etc)

*Mailers & Postcards
(Must include mailing list with order)

*Save The Date
(Must include mailing list with order)

*Press Release
(A public statement with a new spot on your local newstation)

*Digtal Billboard Graphic
(Digital File Only-not responsible for vendor fee)

*5 Day Turn Around
(with consistent communication)

Need a custom Ad whether it’s business,
 an event, a party, or just for fun. We got you covered.

Any style and any of the sizes below. Check out what we have to offer.

Prices will also be determined by size, dead-
line, and content, and revisions.
Please submit reference  if youhave a
specific look or style in mind.
Artwork Proofs will be provided, 
and the turnaround time for that is 24 HRS
Flyer Design turnaround time is 3 days
If you have images of people you want to use in
the design make sure you have a high quality/high resolution 
photo photothat you can provide me.

Digital Prices are flat fee.
Print Prices will be $25 per 50 sheets.
(paper quality & sheen in taken into consideration)



Sizing Chart with singles pricing
Flyer Design

Scaled to actual flyer size. Prices listed are starting pricing.
Allow for 24 hours for designs to be completed. 3 Revisions 

maximum. Additional revisions are $5 each.

5”x7”
8.5”x11” 11”x14”

12”x18” 16”x20”Perfect for:

Perfect for:

Perfect for:

Perfect for:

Perfect for:

Invitations
postcards

Save the date
Hand bills

Mini event flyer

Standard flyer
Informational

Facebook flyer
Event flyer

Local Event
Big/Medium size venue

Poster

Local Event
Big/Medium size venue

Poster
Local Event

Big/Medium size venue
Poster

$35

$75
$90

$105 $150

Need a custom flyer whether it’s business,
 an event, a party, or just for fun. 

We got you covered. Any style and any of the sizes below. 
Check out what we have to offer. Consultation will be needed

large scale designs bigger than 16”x20”.

Prices will also be determined by size, dead-
line, and content, and revisions.

Please submit reference  if youhave a
specific look or style in mind.

Artwork Proofs will be provided, 
and the turnaround time for that is 24 HRS

Flyer Design turnaround time is 3 days
If you have images of people you want to use in

the design make sure you have a high quality/high resolution 
photo photothat you can provide me.

Digital Prices are flat fee.
Print Prices will be $25 per 50 sheets.

(paper quality & sheen in taken into consideration)



Ad Design

1/4 Page
$75

1 Full Page
$175

1/2 Page
$175

Horizontal
Vertical

1/3 Page
$125
Wide
Slim

2 Page Spread
$250

Need a custom Ad whether it’s business,
 an event, a party, or just for fun. We got you covered.

Any style and any of the sizes below. Check out what we have to offer.

Prices will also be determined by size, dead-
line, and content, and revisions.

Please submit reference  if youhave a
specific look or style in mind.

Artwork Proofs will be provided, 
and the turnaround time for that is 24 HRS

Flyer Design turnaround time is 3 days
If you have images of people you want to use in

the design make sure you have a high quality/high resolution 
photo photothat you can provide me.

Digital Prices are flat fee.
Print Prices will be $25 per 50 sheets.

(paper quality & sheen in taken into consideration)

If high res photos are not provided for the image you want for the ad feel free to add on one of photo 
bundles at a dsciounted price for your ad.

Scaled to actual flyer size. Prices listed are starting pricing.
Allow for 24 hours for designs to be completed. 3 Revisions 

maximum. Additional revisions are $5 each.

Sizing Chart with singles pricing


